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Salt/pepper grinder

Bottle Grinder

Bottle Grinder

Product Type
Salt/pepper grinder

Production Process
The

grinder

core

is

made

from

ceramic with a plastic body and silicone
coating.

The

adjustment

knob

made

from turned oak.

Dimensions (cm / in)
H: 20,5 cm / 8,1"
Ø: 8 cm / 3,1"

Materials
Plastic, silicone, ceramic grinder, wood.

silicone, ceramic grinder, stainless steel.

Colours
OAK
Classic Blue, Purple,

H: 20,5 cm / 8 1/8"

Bottle Grinder Ash/Carbon w. steel: plastic,

Ø: 8 cm / 3 1/8"

Dark Green, Ash/Carbon.

WALNUT

Steering away from the predictable grinder, the Norm ‘Bottle Grinder’ is not what you

Ash/Carbon, Green/Beige, Nude,

expect to see in a salt and pepper grinder. The form, shaped more like a bottle, cleverly tricks

Moss Green

the user to encourage a more playful and experimental interaction with the product. The
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powerful ceramic mechanism makes the grinder easy to operate and perfect for trying out
Polished or Brushed Steel

more than just salt and pepper including spices and grains, nuts, seeds or dried fruits.

Care Instructions

About the Designer

Avoid placing bottle grinders in direct

Norm Architects was founded in 2008 by Jonas Bjerre-Poulsen and Kasper Rønn. Norm works

sunlight. Use a soft dry cloth to clean.

within residential architecture, commercial interiors, industrial design, photography,

For stains, use a light dishwashing soap.

graphics and art direction. The name ‘Norm’ signifies the importance of drawing inspiration

Do not use any cleaners with chemicals or

from norms and traditions within the fields of architecture and aesthetics, which have been

harsh abrasives. To avoid screeching sound

refined throughout the centuries. Norm makes a virtue of focusing on quality, durability and

whilst grinding, make sure the grinder is

timelessness. Their objective is to produce design which applies good materials and crafts-

properly dry before refilling.

manship whilst embodying beauty, traditions, history and most importantly, timelessness.

Bottle Grinder, Oak

Ash/Carbon

Classic Blue

4418399

4418719

Purple

Drak Green

4418749

4418479

Bottle Grinder, Walnut

Green/Beige

Ash/Carbon

4418459

4418369

Nude

Moss Green

4418769

4418869

Bottle Grinder, Stainless Steel

Brushed Stainless Steel
4418019

Mirror Polished Stainles Steel
4418039

Brushed Stainless Steel w. Walnut Lid
4418119

